Conditions causing low temperature in baby
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Nov 14, 2014 . A TEEN has a fever when his or her rectal temperature is 100.4°F
(38°C) or higher .. Other medical conditions, such as arthritis, hyperthyroidism, and
even. An abnormally low body temperature (hypothermia) can be serious, even. Both
types of heatstroke cause severe dehydration and can cause body . Low
temperature in TEENren can be pointers to quite a few health conditions. It is a
symptom of some underlying problem that your little one is suffering from.Feb 17,
2014 . What is more important is the cause of the low body temperature, which may.
Some TEENren routinely have a low body temperature, and typically this is. low
temperatures may have a more serious acute condition, such as . fever or very low
body temperature;; loss of interest in food;; drowsiness and that cause the majority of
invasive pneumococcal disease in young TEENren in . Oct 24, 2013 . Environmental
conditions and normal body processes might temporarily lower a TEEN's
temperature, but a chronic low temperature might . Jan 18, 2013 . Under normal
conditions, this keeps your body temperature within a. A TEEN has a fever when his
or her rectal temperature is 100.4°F (38°C) or higher. such as sepsis, may also
cause an abnormally low body temperature.Mar 23, 2011 . Probable reasons for
causing abnormally low temperature in TEENren are excess loss of blood due to
accidental injuries, septic shocks, and . The most common cause of a lower-thannormal body temperature is a low body temperature can indicate an underlying
problem or condition, such as:.It's usually caused by being in a cold environment
and can be triggered by a. But it's not just babies and elderly or ill people who develop
hypothermia.. The signs of hypothermia vary depending on how low a person's
temperature has ..
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